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Introduction
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Our Research Agenda and Results

In this section, we summarize our AR security research
agenda and the progress we have made on it.

Almost exactly 10 years ago, in May 2011, we submitted our
first paper on security and privacy for emerging augmented
reality (AR) systems [15], to the 2011 USENIX Workshop
on Hot Topics in Security (HotSec).1,2 Though the paper was
rejected — a revised version later appearing as the cover article of the Communications of the ACM magazine in April
2014 [16] — it launched us on a now 10-year research trajectory anticipating, studying, and designing to mitigate security,
privacy, and safety issues in AR (and/or in MR, XR, VR3 ).
Meanwhile, commercial AR/MR/XR/VR platforms have become available and continued to advance, including Google
Glass in 2013, the Microsoft HoloLens and the Meta 2 in
2016, the Magic Leap One in 2018, the Microsoft Hololens 2
in 2019, and Facebook’s Oculus Quest 2 in 2020.

2.1

Identifying Risks and Challenges

A first key set of questions that our research has asked is
around anticipating what could go wrong with emerging AR
platforms and applications: What are the new security, privacy,
and safety risks that will be created? What are the known risks
that will be exacerbated? And what can we do about it?
Our 2014 CACM article [16] laid out an initial set of challenges and defined a research agenda towards security and
privacy for AR systems. We characterized these challenges
along two axes: systems scope (single applications, multiple
applications within a single AR platform, and multiple communicating AR systems) and related to input, output, or data
access. Not by coincidence, the rest of this paper is organized
in a similar way.
More recently, in 2019 we convened academic and industry
leaders in AR for an “Industry-Academia Summit on Mixed
Reality Security, Privacy, and Safety” that we hosted at the
University of Washington. As part of the resulting report [6],
we revisited and refreshed key opportunities and concerns
for emerging AR/MR/XR/VR systems. We also presented a
threat modeling framework to help technology developers,
researchers, and policymakers consider the potential risks and
harms, as well as the potential benefits, with future designs.
Given these potential risks, our work has then looked towards system designs that can mitigate them. Specifically,
we have been asking: how should AR platforms or operating
systems be designed to mitigate security, privacy, and safety
risks from potentially buggy or malicious applications [3]?
That is, as shown in Figure 1, in our work we have typically
considered applications (and sometimes users) to be untrusted,
while considering the AR platform itself to be trusted and the
focus of our design efforts.

In this paper, we reflect on our research agenda from 2011,
summarize our work in this space since then, identify key
remaining open problems, and make predictions for the next
10 years. Our goal here is to reflect on and summarize our
own research trajectory, not to summarize or systematize the
entire AR security and privacy research space. Consequently,
we have not cited or discussed many excellent related works.
We are very excited to see growing interest and work on
AR/MR/XR/VR security, privacy, and safety (as exemplified
by this very workshop), but we leave a broader systematization to a future effort.
1 https://www.usenix.org/legacy/events/hotsec11/
2 For the purposes of our retrospective and documenting this history, we
have put our (rejected) May 2011 HotSec workshop submission online [15].
3 We typically use the term AR for simplicity, but most of the issues we
raise apply across the AR/MR/XR/VR spectrum.
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Figure 1: This figure shows how information flows through an AR platform as we have typically considered in our work: raw
input is collected by sensors and passed to untrusted applications, which create virtual content that is output to users as audio,
visual, or haptic feedback. Our (and others’) work has introduced platform or OS level approaches to limit applications’ access to
raw sensor data (input privacy, Section 2.2) and to enforce policies on virtual content (output security, Section 2.3). AR platforms
must also securely handle multiple apps running simulaneously (Section 2.4), as well as multiple users (i.e., multiple copies of
this figure) interacting (Section 2.5). Non-users (i.e., bystanders outside of this figure) must also be considered (Section 2.6).

2.2

Input Privacy

content displayed by untrusted applications via an AR device?
How can AR platforms be designed to mitigate these risks?

Beginning with the input portion of the pipeline in Figure 1,
we and other researchers considered how to mitigate privacy
risks to AR users and bystanders from untrusted applications.
Though such privacy risks are not fundamentally novel in
AR settings, they require novel solutions and are significantly
exacerbated by the need for always-on, continuously sensing
technologies to support applications recognizing objects in
and mapping virtual content to the physical world.
In an early collaboration with Microsoft Research, we proposed world-driven access control [17] as a novel access control model that limits AR applications’ access to raw sensor
data while relieving the user of the burden to make continuous fine-grained permission decisions. In world-driven access
control, real-world objects can explicitly specify access policies, e.g., allowing the system to automatically stop recording
in bathrooms or remove bystanders from video frames.
Beyond privacy, other input related challenges exist that we
have not studied directly in the AR context, but that we anticipated in 2011 [15]: malicious real-world objects or content
that aim to trick or exploit the AR system or its applications.
Subsequent work on adversarial machine learning (including
our own work on physical-world adversarial examples [5])
has shown that such attacks must be considered.

2.3

Our work began by surfacing AR output risks posed by
potentially buggy or malicious applications [10], which might
(a) obscure another app’s virtual content (to hide or modify
its meaning), (b) obscure important real-world content (such
as traffic signs or cars), or (c) disrupt the user physiologically
(such as by startling them). We later explored (c) in more detail from a neuroscience perspective with collaborators from
Meta [1], considering the potential threats from augmented
reality to a user’s perception, cognition, and motor responses.
To mitigate these risks, we proposed that AR platforms
interpose on apps’ requests to display virtual content (see Figure 1). To enable platforms to apply meaningful policies while
still allowing apps the flexibility to display virtual objects embedded throughout the user’s view of the physical world, we
proposed three-dimensional “AR objects” as the granularity of
display abstraction (rather than the two-dimensional windows
or frames used in traditional computing platforms) [10]. We
prototyped and evaluated these ideas in Arya, an AR platform
that controls application output according to policies specified
in a constrained yet expressive policy framework [12].
Multiple challenges remain towards realizing a flexible
and secure trusted output module, including supporting more
flexible policies, understanding and handling failures when
policy enforcement relies on noisy sensor data input (e.g.,
recognizing physical world objects that trigger policies), handling non-visual virtual output (e.g., audio and haptic), and
minimizing performance impacts. In addition, until recently
we have only theorized the existence and impact of AR output
security attacks; we are currently empirically (and ethically)
studying their impact on real users.

Output Security

Whereas input privacy is arguably a broader, existing concern
(that also appears, for example, in smartphone and smart home
contexts), the output side of the pipeline in Figure 1 presents
fundamentally new and unique challenges in the AR context.
Our research has sought to answer questions including: What
risks are created by the virtual (audio, visual, and/or haptic)
2

2.4

Multiple Applications

ShareAR provides a set of composable sharing and access
control primitives for use by applications, but because different applications may have vastly differently functionality
needs and sharing semantics, it provides little guidance on
what applications should do or how sharing and access control
user interfaces and interactions should be designed. We are
continuing to explore these questions with collaborators from
the HCI community.

Our work on input privacy and output security largely considered individual AR applications in isolation. However,
we anticipate that future AR platforms will support multiple applications running — and modifying the user’s perception of the physical world — simultaneously. We thus asked
again: what security, privacy, and safety challenges will arise
in multi-application contexts, and how should AR platforms
be designed to support multiple (untrusted and mutually distrusting) applications?
We identified ways in which multiple applications might
visually conflict with each other in malicious ways, and we
explored the design space for how the AR platform or other
stakeholders can manage conflicts between applications displaying content in a shared world [11].
Significant future work remains to be done on this research
challenge. Our empirical investigation [11] and our other
experiences with current commercial platforms suggest that
multi-application support is still very limited. In our ongoing
and future work, we are continuing to consider this challenge,
e.g., building on ILLIXR [7].

2.5

2.6

Bystanders

The people who use AR devices are not the only stakeholders
who may be impacted: we must also consider the security and
privacy implications for (and from) non-user bystanders.
Our work has surfaced the privacy concerns of bystanders [4,13] and identified potential design axes for privacymediating technologies [4]. Considering bystanders as a possible adversary, our work also demonstrated that AR headset
displays can leak (potentially sensitive) visual information to
people or sensors across the room [9].
Though the challenges are clear, and though our prior work
has explored design axes [4] and particular solutions [17] for
protecting bystander privacy, more work remains to be done
towards solving this problem in practice.

Multiple Users

Just as multiple people share the same physical spaces without
AR, we can expect (1) people to share the same physical space
with AR and (2) people who are remote to share virtual content. Where we previously considered potentially malicious
applications, in this context we must also consider potentially
malicious other users. Again, we asked: what security, privacy, and safety challenges arise when multiple AR users
interact, and how should multi-user support and sharing thus
be designed?
In 2017, we conducted a user study in which we brought
pairs of novice AR user participants into our lab to try the Microsoft HoloLens [13]. Among our findings, we learned that
the fact that participants shared a physical space shaped their
assumptions about shared virtual content; we saw participants
engage in both conflicting and cooperating behaviors; we
heard concerns about privacy and unwanted, harmful, and deceptive content; and we identified the need for access control
for shared virtual content. These findings helped motivate our
subsequent investigation into multi-user AR platform designs.
We then explored the requirements and design space for
multi-user AR content sharing and access control [19]. We
proposed the design of a multi-user AR sharing control module, which enables AR application developers to support users
in controlling how they share AR content with others and how
AR content is shared with them, while taking into account
unique challenges in the AR context — most importantly, the
integration of AR content with the physical world. We prototyped our design as ShareAR, a trusted application-level
library for HoloLens [18].

2.7

Law and Policy

Alongside our technical research agenda, our work has sought
to surface related policy and regulatory issues, and to inform
policymakers about the considerations and risks with emerging AR technologies. For example, we identified hard problems of law and policy including around privacy, free speech,
discrimination, and safety [14], which we further refined in a
primer for policymakers [2]. Our recent Industry-Academia
Summit Report [6] also includes policymakers among its intended audiences, though we did not have policy experts in
attendance at the Summit and believe a deeper exploration
from this perspective is still needed, particularly as the relevant technologies continue to advance and see adoption.

2.8

Envisioning

Throughout our 10-year research program, we have striven to
envision possible futures and to explore AR security and
privacy in such futures. Our 2011 HotSec submission included motivating fictional vignettes [15]. The Our Reality
novella [8] surfaces issues relevant to security and privacy
for AR, including questions about the role of online advertisements in AR environments, how digital content might be
shared between users, privacy between users in an AR environment, and issues that can manifest when some but not all
people have access to AR technologies.
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Reflections and Challenges for the Future

Finally, we step back to reflect on our research trajectory over
the last decade, and we identify key open challenges that we
predict will become critical in the next decade.
Looking back, we have made substantial progress on the
research agenda that we laid out starting in 2011. Yet many
challenges remain to move these ideas from research to practice, as outlined in some of the earlier sections. Additionally,
in some cases, our research has provided key insights and
design explorations, but different AR platforms and contexts
will require choosing different tradeoffs in practice. Finally,
several wide open problems remain and/or have become visible to us over the years, as we discuss below.
Meanwhile, commercial AR/MR/XR/VR technologies
have advanced significantly since our 2011 manuscript — indeed, the simple Google Glass heads-up display (released in
2013) had not even been publicly announced at the time — but
non-smartphone form factors are still not widely deployed.
With investments from major technology companies, we can
expect continued advancements. However, current platforms
have largely not yet addressed the security, privacy, and safety
challenges that we identified in our work, still focusing primarily on hardware and use cases. We continue to argue that these
security, privacy, and safety issues are existential concerns
for these technologies, and that they must be considered well
before widespread deployment, as solutions require answering fundamental platform design questions. In the last several
years, we have been excited to see increased interest and investment in addressing these challenges among key industry
players (e.g., those who attended our 2019 Summit [6]).
Looking ahead, we identify key areas where we expect AR
advancements to raise critical security, privacy, and safety
questions beyond those we have already considered. We anticipate developments and associated challenges due to (a) market forces (monetization and cross-platform support), (b) increasingly immersive AR technologies (physical world integration, as well as brain and body interfaces), and (c) human
factors in and around AR (identity and disparate access).

3.

4.

5.

6.

1. Monetization. Companies that produce AR devices, and
companies that create AR apps, may employ methods for
monetization. These methods may involve tracking users
and analyzing user behaviors, virtual (and user-targeted)
ads embedded in the physical world, and attempts to
modify people’s behavior (e.g., guide them to specific
stores). Exacerbating today’s concerns with advertisements and tracking on the web, AR ads and tracking will
raise substantial concerns about privacy, discriminatory
targeting, and potentially problematic content integrated
with a person’s experience in the physical world.
2. Cross-platform support. If a single AR device does not
(or should not) emerge as dominant in the market, then
there will be a need to create and support cross-platform
AR applications. We designed ShareAR [18, 19] with

cross-platform support in mind. Security and privacy issues can arise if there are mismatches in expectations and
assumptions at the interface between different systems.
Physical world integration. Companies will seek to
further integrate AR devices with the physical world,
such as by geolocating virtual content, or by collecting
data to build rich maps of the physical world. AR devices
may also integrate with nearby smart devices (such as
Apple’s AirTags), which may be designed specifically to
facilitate new AR experiences. Designing these features
in secure and private ways will raise challenges, e.g., how
to manage the interaction of virtual content and physicalworld data collection with the ownership of physical
space (discussed more in our Summit report [6]).
Interfacing with the brain and body. Future AR technologies may explicitly interface with the body and brain,
with sophisticated body-sensing and brain-machine interface technologies. Further, the immersive nature of
AR may create new opportunities for adversarial applications to influence a person’s thoughts, memories, and
even physiology. While we have begun to explore the
relationship between AR technologies, neuroscience, security, and privacy [1], much more work needs to be
done to both understand the risks and to mitigate them.
Social interactions and identity. In social AR applications, a tension between identity and anonymity may
emerge. Will users of an AR application be able to know,
with confidence, the identity of the person they are interacting with, or will it be possible to assume someone
else’s identity (akin to phishing attacks or fake social media accounts on the web)? Alternately, if desired, will AR
users be able to be anonymous? How can anonymity and
accountability for undesirable behaviors be balanced?
Disparate access. Not everyone may have the same access to AR technologies. Some people may not be able
to afford it; other people may not have access due to a
technology’s poor accessibility capabilities. Building on
our prior work on security and privacy concerns for bystanders [4], the design of future AR technologies must
consider the security and privacy needs of non-users.

We are excited to see the research community around security, privacy, and safety for AR/MR/XR/VR growing, and we
look forward to seeing and contributing to the next 10 years
of work in this space.
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